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Good afternoon and thanks, Matt 
(Thomson).  And thanks to all of you 
for inviting me to open your 40th 
anniversary symposium.  And 
particular congratulations to Ken 
Ziffern and the School of law for the 
new Ziffren Center.  
 
As we zip through today’s topics, 
when possible we’ll be tying them 
back to the 40 year history of this 
symposium—with some then-and-nows… and reasons for the huge changes we’ve 
seen over the professional lifetime of this group.   
 
As usual, we’ll start with the Status Report, this year in a new order, with the single most 
important device at the top—our smartphones. Wired and wireless distribution, network 
video and OTT, and features. We’ll look at the value of more originals and live video.  
We’ll explore costs and benefits of evolving production workflows as the industry 
struggles to maintain appropriate cost/revenue balances…how do you do more with 
less.  What does it do to the barriers to entry for competitors.   We all know about 
audience fractionalization from  more networks, DVRs and the web, but there’s the 

growing movement of The Crowd and 
we’ll explore how that may impact content 
providers.  Ask yourself when the last time 
you or someone you know bought an 
encyclopedia.  Then we’ll ask where’s the 
value in some of the evolving technologies 
we saw at CES, and across the industry, 
and new risks like drones. And we’ll wrap 
up with the now traditional—after more 
than a decade I think its traditional—

responsive reading on the value that all of you provide to lay people like me in this ever 
so much more complex industry. 
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Everything I’ll be talking about today comes from publicly available sources and my own 
reporting and analysis.  Of course, whatever I say does not reflect the positions of my 
partners or clients.   I’ve said this each year, and each year it becomes more 
important…  I know that many of you know many parts of this industry much better than 
I do, so please consider what I have to say as a broad over view of the industry, rather 
than from someone intimately involved in individual areas as you may be. 
  
As many of you know,  I think you have the right to know the major financial and 
business interests of anyone who stands up here, so here are mine.  A major client of 
Wolzien LLC continues to be Discovery Communications. I hold some media and 
communications related stocks --Vodafone, Microsoft, and, as a result of prior board 
service, TiVo.    
 
Finally, formalization my personal project trying to develop Video Caller Television, that 
we’ve talked about in the past, continues with a significant investment by TEGNA 
Media—formerly the Gannett TV Stations in The Video Call Center LLC, where I am 
now Executive Chairman.    It’s remotes-by-smartphone from anywhere in the world, 
coupled with an efficient end-to-end work flow approach that makes broadcast quality 
live television, but doesn’t need the expense of a control room.  The host controls the 
show.  We’re working with TEGNA’s stations in Denver and Atlanta with dozens of live 
broadcast shows and tons of web shows to date.  Here’s a quick minute from a 
commercial hour news special after the GOP debate last fall in Colorado.  The host 
controlling the show is KUSA’s main anchor Kyle Clark. (See at 
www.thevideocallcenter.com .) 
 
Pushing two dozen remotes… no crews, no control room.  And back in October when 
this clip was made… no Donald Trump. 
 
Status Report… 
  
There is nothing more important than the smartphone—to consumers, or to this 
industry, in my view.   
  
For consumers, a recent Bank of America study revealed that 71% of us sleep with our 
phones, and 3% of us actually hold them in our hands while sleeping.  Three and a half 
times more of us think of our smartphones first thing in the morning… 

 Than think of our significant other. 
  
Back when the entertainment Bar 
Symposium started there were some 
slight references in English language 
publications about mobile telephones, if 
you ask Google’s Ngrams service.  That 
peaked early in this decade, followed by 

http://www.thevideocallcenter.com/
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references to cellular telephones and now smartphones.   
  
Back in 1976, something called Future Facts was looking at a test rollout in NY City and 

anticipated $60-100 a month, And thought 
that people might be brought closer 
together by this new device and 
service.Future Facts asked, jokingly, if the 
next step wouldn’t be comic strip 
character Dick Tracy’s two-way wrist 
radios? 
  
DUH… 
 

  
So, according to ComScore, we’re now at 79% smartphone penetration in the US, as 
smartphones, in red, have steadily pushed aside the old flip phones.   
  
Nielsen puts the number of 
smartphones for people over 18 at 
133 million, and they watch two 
hours a month of video on those 
phones.  That’s the important thing 
to watch, because the heaviest 
smartphone users watch about 20 
minutes of video a day on their 
devices.   
  
You could even begin to argue 
that Smartphones are becoming adjuncts to, if not part of our brains.  They are our 
memory, our calculator, the substitute for our sense of location and direction, and they 
provide our eyes with eyes on the world.  
So the new you is You plus your cell phone. We are becoming one… a merge between 

our phones and our minds.  So no wonder 
the legal tug of war between Apple and the 
government. 
  
But as we turn to this new communications 
approach, vestiges of the old ones fall 
away.  In NY last month there was a move 
to save phone booths that aren’t yet 
antiques.  They found four boxes  to 
salvage. The phone booths or boxes 

provided a private place to talk…and with our smartphones we are now looking for any 
private box or any private place for our conversations… 
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I mean, if you just happened to find yourself at the famed LA Scala opera house in 
Milan, You’d be amazed at all those private boxes, floor to ceiling six stories above.  
  
And when you looked closely at those boxes…You’d find that many had actually 
become phone booths…Phone booths floor to the ceiling, six stories above. 

  
So much for place dropping.  There are some serious numbers beginning to crop up in 
smartphone usage in the States, if you look closely.  A recent Pew study found that in 
home broadband connections seem to have peaked, and there’s a slight decline, which 
the PEW researchers traced to people saying that smartphones provided all the 
connectivity they needed, particularly in middle and lower income groups.    
  
And similarly when looking at video services, 15% of adults told Pew that they’d 
dropped multichannel video services…mostly because of cost.  And they said if they 
had to make a choice.. that smart phones provided them with better services than wired 
services would, and they could get a lot of video anyway. 
  
Nielsen data is not totally similar.  Since 2013, broadcast households have jumped 

15%, while multi-channel households are down 
nearly three percentage points, or about a million 
and a  half  homes with cable and satellite down, 
and telco up a bit.  Broadband only homes are 
up a million. And the combination of broadcast 
only and broadband only homes is growing at 
12%, now nearing 7 million homes, or about 5% 
of households. 
  

A sign of the times…the four largest cable companies—Comcast, Time Warner, 
Charter, and Cablevision Systems—now have more broadband subs than video subs, 
so if the PEW numbers hold, they should be worrying.  
 
All those broadband subscribers offer more Over the Top opportunities—or what I called 
Internet Bypass opportunities when I first explored the idea of television delivery by 
internet more than a dozen years ago. 
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Not only does OTT let Netflix 
and Hulu types, , but it also gives 
MVPD competitors a chance to 
use the established data routes 
into the homes owned by the 
traditional in –market carriers, 
and provide entire video bundles 
across those circuits… as 
Dishes’ Sling has been doing, 
and as AT&T announced for 
DirecTV this past week.  Now 
what makes this different from, say, Intel trying to put together a bundle from scratch a 
couple of years ago from scratch, is that DirecTV already has more than 20 million subs 
that it can use to leverage its programming costs where OTT startups would be paying 
something close to high ‘trailer park” rates. 
  
Features:  Back in 1976 the domestic box was just under two billion dollars. 
Over the forty years since, using an average of 3.7% consumer price index for inflation, 
domestic box last year should 
have been around 8 billion.  If the 
higher average 4.3% GDP growth 
was used, domestic box should 
have been 10b last year. But 
domestic box actually grew at 
4.4%, and reached 11 billion in 
2015….  
And there wasn’t any home video 
back in 1976, so if you added that 
in today, the total is 28 to 29  
billion, at a fantastic 7% growth 
rate. 
  
US features were up big time last year thanks to Jurassic Park and Star Wars, among 
others.  With a great 7.4% year over year revenue growth, according to Box Office 
Mojo, the 11.1 billion in revenues came from a 4% increase in attendance and 3% 
increase in ticket prices. As of today, domestic box is up 6.7% over a year ago, also 
according to Box Office Mojo. 
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Home video was up marginally in 2015,  
but that marginal improvement is a 
huge turn from the massive declines 
during the last half of the last decade.  
This improvement, as you can see from 
the long term  , is due to the steady 
growth of digital delivery, offsetting the 
continued declines of DVD.  One note, 
streaming TV is included in the digital 
numbers from the industry’s Digital 
Entertainment Group.   

  
Quick look at advertising:  Its holding its own, in general, up pretty close to GDP growth 
in 2015.  Looking back in 
this chart to 1960, GDP is 
in blue and ad growth is 
in red, so you can see 
how things have 
stabilized on screen right 
after the great recession 
of 2008, but look at the 
massive oil shock inflation 
back when this 
symposium began. 
 
 
Lets talk about viewing and margins 
   
I spoke of cost-revenue balance earlier.  Last week Bernstein analyst Todd Juenger 
came out with a piece looking at the tightening margins on content, and saw two things 
happening… more original programming was being produced, and as a result, margins 
were under pressure.  Put another way, if you can’t run stuff as many times, you’ve got 
to make new stuff… and if you make new stuff and can’t amortize it as many times as 
you used to be able to you need more viewers, or the end result is that each hour of air 
is less profitable at the same level of production cost. 
 
Now, for a simple example, if you make a show that costs a million dollars and you get 
ten prime time runs out of it, like a cable network might, then you have to cover an 
average $100,000 per run, or a break even of 500,000 viewers at a $10 cost per 
thousand and 20 spots per hour.  But if you can run the same show only three times, 
then it costs you 333k per run, or 1.6 million viewers.  Obviously a much bigger nut to 
cover.    
 
Add to that the new material from Netflix, Hulu, and Amazon, and the utility of used 
television content is substantially reduced, so there’s a real question of whether, in the 
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future, the money will come in the back end from VOD.  Hit shows, always,  but the 
rest?  Not so certain.  So the solution is clear:  just produce hits. 
 
My friend Mike Nathanson at Moffett Nathanson did a ratings analysis last week to try to 
figure out the impact of Netflix on 
viewing, and concluded that Netflix in 
2015 approximated six percent of total 
television viewing, as opposed to four 
percent the year before.  While that’s not 
any sort of crisis yet, Mike noted that 
Netflix viewing was concentrated in 
younger and richer households, which 
are more valuable to media companies 
than the older and poorer households 
where linear and often broadcast viewing prevails. 
 
Now the one clear answer to Netflix and on demand reruns is old fashioned live 
television.  The best example is the SuperBowl, where this year 73 percent of the 
homes with TVs on were watching the game. 
 

Beyond the Superbowl, live sports has 
brought the most value to live linear 
television, and Nielsen has been doing some 
special work in the area. Sports has become 
THE vehicle for live, nearly DVR proof 
viewing. Of the top live-viewed programs on 
television the number of sports shows jumped 
from 15% to about 95% in the past decade. 
And, Nielsen says, sports also drives social 

media.  While Sports represents only 1% of TV content, fully half of tv related twitter 
traffic is sports related. 
 
 
There have been big changes to production and distribution in  our industry over the 
four decades of this Symposium.  Lets look at what I think are the four most significant 
developments… and they go hand in hand to allow the content, distribution, and 
communications industries to be what they are today, and provide the groundwork for 
even more progress tomorrow. 
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Those four things are the progress in bandwidth, processing power, digital compression, 
and storage.  Of course it all starts with the conversion from analog to digital in the mid 
1980s.  Over the years at these sessions we’ve followed the expansion of bandwidth 
thanks to cable modems, fiber, and mobile.  We’ve talked about digital compression that 
allows roughly the same quality of picture to be transmitted using fewer and fewer bits, 
and in the process makes the growing bandwidth go that much farther.  We’ve talked 
about the regular increase in processing power that allows pictures to be encoded and 
decoded in the compression process.  And we’ve talked about storage costs coming 
down and down.   
 
  
But for today, I went on a special journey into the depths of a closet that hadn’t been 
opened for years, and found a reel of two inch video tape that was actually in use back 
when these sessions started.  Now this IS the reason you don’t throw stuff away.  Back 

then the industry ran on film and 
two inch video tape. And the tape 
was heavy—about a half pound 
per minute of iron oxide which was 
the recording medium.  It took 
about 15 inches of tape to produce 
a single second of video, 
something nearing a mile of tape 
per hour of TV.  This reel contained 
about enough tape for a half hour 
of recording.    
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But if you look closely, you’ll see a little spot on the tape right next to the Scotch label—
yes, this was 3M scotch video tape. That little spot is actually the 64 gigabit chip from 
my smartphone… which holds enough bits for about 20 of these reels, or so. 
 
By the way, this is actually an audition tape from back when I worked in GreenBay 
Wisconsin.  To get a job, you’d have to send out a tape… and just the air freight on one 
of these things back then could be third of your week’s salary.  It was a simple question:  
did Valerie and I want more to get out of Green Bay… or eat? If you lived in Green Bay 
back then, the answer was obvious. 
  
As technology has evolved, 
it has changed the nature of 
both the top end and bottom 
ends of the business.  At the 
top, things like CGI have 
made anything 
possible…and as a result 
the work has expanded to 
the maximum creative 
possibilities permitted by the 
technology.  At the very 
bottom, technology has 
allowed entry into the business at minimal costs. 
  
But the middle is always under pressure because the new capabilities permit more and 
more sophisticated productions, which can easily exceed the cost revenue balance 
permitted by fragmenting audiences.  My phrase for this is “production creep.” 
  
Back when this Symposium started, jobs in this business were frequently identified by a 
single task.  You are a writer, or a film editor, or a director or a technical director, and so 
on.  But as the tech has simplified things, many jobs have been combined.  This has all 
been a boon to the companies without represented work forces because the tech 
changes lowered the number of people needed to do the job, and lowered the barriers 
to entry. Companies with represented work forces and the leadership of their respective 
guilds have also been working hard to take advantage of the tech evolution with the 
emergence of the hyphenate employee—one person doing what had been represented 
work of multiple unions.  Examples are writer-video editor or director-technical director 
combos.  This has allowed efficient workflows as never before…and in many cases 
moved jobs to whatever employee could do them best... and the most versatile 
employees have prevailed regardless of guild. 
  
 
Other big changes allowed by the tech advances include a shift from Brute force 
production with its heavy film equipment and big TV control rooms as the norm to tiny 
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cameras, even smartphones, and even live production without control rooms (as we 
discussed with the Video Call Center). 
 
Back in the day, there was a high cost of entry, often from the high cost of production, 
but once inside there were only a limited number of routes to the audience, so you had 
a good chance of reaching a big portion of them.  Today the cost of entry is low, but the 
downside is that you are in a pretty non-exclusive club, so gaining audiences is more 
difficult.  
 

There’s another change that 
impacts everyone who likes their 
screens large..the improvement in 
quality called 8k… which means 
nothing to most of use, I’d suspect. 
But this move to extremely high 
quality also may open up new low-
end production options.  Here’s 
how… 
 
Your basic high def TV set is 
described as being a 2k set 

because it has nearly two thousand pixels horizontally.   
  
The new sets on the market today are 4k sets… with double the number of pixels.  That 
means a lot more definition on a set the same size… or the same definition as a 2k set 
on a set twice as large.   
 
Next in line are 8k sets like this LG unit with a reported price of only $133,000… again 
doubling the pixels in a 4k set.  Gorgeous pictures, but you might ask who needs all that 
detail in the home---and particularly when there’s increasing viewing on the tiny screens 
of phones and pads. But this emerging production technology  goes along with your 
smart phone’s ability to do a digital zoom into pictures. 
 

Think of taking a super 
high definition 8k picture 
that’s a wide shot of a 
whole baseball or soccer 
field.  Now build tracking 
software that keys in on 
the ball, wherever it is in 
the picture.  Put those 
together, and you can 
follow the action, wherever 
it is on the field with still 
high def pictures.  Maybe 
not so good for an NFL 
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game, but as we look at new ways of making television, certainly good for college and 
even high school games.   
 

These new technologies help find the right cost/revenue balance…as seen on this chart 
with fragmented to consolidated viewing on the horizontal axis and low to high cost 
production on the vertical…Certainly the sweet spot is found in the upper left with the  
truly glossy Game of Thrones or CBS procedural type of content in the upper left—high 
price, big returns with consolidated audiences. There’s another good place to be in the 
lower left, where efficient production provides margin even when audiences are 
fragmented. But likely unattainable low cost show for consolidated audiences in the 
lower right.  And dangerous is the high cost show for fragmented audiences—possibly 
driven to high cost by production creep. 
 
We’ve talked a lot in the past at these sessions  about the impact of audience 
fragmentation—the disintermediation of 
revenues—because there are so many outlets, 
both linear and on demand.  We haven’t talked 
about disintermediation by the 
Crowd.  The best way to describe that is to 
consider Wikipedia.  When was the last time you, 
or someone you know bought an encyclopedia.  
Probably not in memory, yet in years past 
the encyclopedia was a  big investment in the homes of many of our parents and 
grandparents.  Gone.  Disintermediated by Wikipedia and the Crowd. 
 
These new technologies may allow the rise of new political and economic systems. 
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In Zero Marginal Cost Society by Jeremy Rifkin there is a proposal that as energy 
becomes sustaining and the internet connecting all sorts of things –IoT, Internet of 
Things,—ubiquitous, the need for human labor will be radically reduced, and we will all 
have huge amounts of time to contribute as part of the Crowd.   And while capital will 
still be needed for infrastructure, it can come from the government.  A post capitalistic 
society. 
  

This new society will move beyond the 
problems of copyright or patents, 
because everything will operate under 
something like a General Public License 
or Creative Cloud, everyone contributes 
and takes as needed, without regard to 
some contributions being more valuable 
than others.   
 
In this world, commercial content is not 

needed to connect to advertisers—if there are advertisers—only Crowd content.  And 
crowd content creations disintermediate corporate or individual creations. 
  
This raises an interesting question… could the crowd’s collective creativity plus 
government capital replace an industry…. Or materially trim the growth around the 
edges?  Sound like something out of today’s new socialism?  Is it workable?  I don’t 
know… please hand me the Encyclopedia Britannica and I’ll look it up. 
   
Oh, by the way.  Rifkin’s book pronouncing an end to intellectual property…. Is 
copyright by Rifkin. 
 
Drones:  Sometimes the technology changes can fly right by us and we wake up one 
morning and realize that what sounded cute might become a nightmare.  Now you may 
think I’m just droning on 
here, but we are coming 
up to the responsive 
reading, so get ready.  At 
CES this year the drones 
were everywhere. What 
stared out a few years 
ago with a couple of high 
end providers of motion 
picture platforms has 
morphed into a fast 
following, uncontrollable 
plague.  And since any of 
us can have them, they are now tools not just for the high end production operations, 
but every citizen journalist (at the good side) or every snoop (at the bad side). 
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And with new focus on high end privacy cases like the Hulk Hogan-Gawker trial and the 
Erin Andrews 55 million award this past Monday, where pictures were shot the old 
fashioned way, now drones provide yet another tool to, literally, invade the space of 
others.  And please answer:  who owns the airspace for a hundred or two hundred feet 
above your house?   
 
According to the Syracuse University INSCT Drone tracking blog—yes, that’s the name-
-, about two dozen municipalities, including LA and NY have or are considering drone 
regulations, beyond the FAA’s new registration requirement.   
 
But none of that matters much when a kid flies his drone down the street and around a 
neighbor’s house to record who knows what that’s going on inside the windows or 
behind the big fence in the backyard.  And if its a politician or public personality,  the 
enticement to social-media age editors to publish when they get hold of that video may 
be unstoppable. 
 
And there’s another risk much more physical than privacy.  So far we haven’t had one of 
these things plow into a crowd and hurt or even kill people.   But with drones 
everywhere, the potential for both name and financial risk to media companies from 
freelancers and other non-staffers who may be working on their behalf can’t be 
overlooked. 
  
And of course, the drones 
are just one for reason we 
once again we have living 
proof that…everybody say 
it now…there will always 
be jobs for Lawyers. 
. 
Thank you very much…  
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